Betsy DeVos Will Be in the Hot Seat as Five House Committees Prepare to Grill
Her
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We saw at her confirmation hearing two years ago how ill-prepared Secretary of
Education Betsy DeVos is when questioned persistently about her views and
actions. We saw a repeat performance when she was questioned by Lesley Stahl on
“60 Minutes.” This is a person who is unaccustomed to being held accountable.

Now, at least five committees in the new Democratic-controlled House of
Representatives intend to question her about her many controversial efforts to
protect for-profit colleges, not students; to roll back protections for transgender
students; to put the burden of proof on rape victims, not their alleged assailants;
and many more of her policies intended to weaken civil rights protections and the
duty of government to defend the weak and vulnerable, not the ruthless and
powerful.

For two years, Democrats watched with fury as Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
sought to dismantle nearly every significant Obama administration education
policy.

Now, they’re gearing up to fight back. Lots of them.

As many as five Democratic-led House committees next year could take on DeVos
over a range of issues such as her rollback of regulations aimed at predatory forprofit colleges, the stalled processing of student loan forgiveness and a rewrite of
campus sexual assault policies.

“Betsy DeVos has brought a special mix of incompetence and malevolence to
Washington — and that’s rocket fuel for every committee in a new Congress that
will finally provide oversight,” said Seth Frotman, who resigned as the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau’s top student loan official earlier in protest of Trump
administration policies likely to be examined by Democrats.

Even in a Republican-controlled Congress, DeVos had a strained relationship at
times with some committees. Her main priorities, such as expanding school choice,
were largely ignored as lawmakers hashed out government funding bills. Now she
will have to answer to House Democrats wielding gavels, several of whom have
long worked on education issues and have been among her most vocal critics.

She came to her job expecting Congress to allow her to shift $20 Billion from Title
I to Vouchers. That never happened. Her only funding victory was an increase in
funding for charter schools, which now get $450 million, which they certainly
don’t need, since they are the plaything of the billionaires.

Many committees are waiting to interview her, including the House Education
Committee, chaired by Rep. Bobby Scott of Virginia; the Appropriations
subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Rosa DeLauro of Connecticut; and the Financial
Services Committee, chaired by Rep.Maxine Waters of California.

